Evaluation of studies of health economics

Clinical scenario
A rural hospital hires a new infection control professional, EL, who has just received her master’s degree and trained in infection control departments that were up to date on the best evidence. EL reviews the infection control policies and learns that traditional central line catheters are used. Where she trained, a new, more expensive, antiseptic catheter was used. The new catheter is impregnated with chlorhexidine and silver sulfadiazine and costs $25 more than the traditional catheter. Because the new catheter is designed to reduce the incidence of hospital associated infections, particularly blood stream infections that are catheter related, EL recommends that the hospital begin using it in place of the traditional central line catheter. However, hospital administration and the purchasing department question the value of this new, more expensive, antiseptic impregnated catheter. Issues related to both cost and the possibility of improved outcomes are discussed at a meeting with intensive care nurses, physicians, and representatives from hospital administration and the purchasing department. Specifically, the questions are: (1) Is the antiseptic impregnated catheter economically efficient? In other words, are the additional costs of the catheter offset by potential cost savings in reduced number of infections, which will affect length of stay? (2) Is the antiseptic impregnated catheter more cost effective when used in certain types of patients (eg, patients at high risk of catheter related infections, such as immunosuppressed patients)? An interdisciplinary team is asked to conduct a literature search and make an evidence-based recommendation.

Introduction
As healthcare technology continues to expand, the cost of using all effective clinical services exceeds available resources. Because of the scarcity of resources, decisions regarding the implementation of new services frequently need to be based on economic analysis. Economic analysis is a set of formal, quantitative methods used to compare 2 or more treatments, programmes, or strategies with respect to their use of resources and their expected outcomes. Economic evidence seeks to inform resource allocation decisions at different levels, including institutions (eg, hospitals) and regional or national governments. Unfortunately, not all economic evidence is of high quality. To identify scientifically sound evidence that can inform nursing related resource allocation decisions, nurses need to evaluate the research by answering the questions outlined in Table 1. These questions will be discussed and illustrated with examples of interest to nurses; then, the clinical scenario will be addressed and a published economic evaluation will be critiqued to further illustrate these points.

Are the results of this economic evaluation valid?
The number of published economic evaluations is growing. However, many experts in the field have questioned the methodological rigour of these evaluations. Therefore, it is important for nurses to be able to assess the validity of the methods used in these economic studies in order to determine which findings they will apply to their setting.

All rigorous economic evaluations consider the opportunity cost; that is, the value of the benefits foregone in alternative uses when a resource is used for a given purpose. For example, the opportunity cost to a municipality’s health department of funding a community health screening programme for the elderly may be the foregone benefits of not being able to fund a prenatal programme for at risk pregnant women. In addition, economic evaluations should consider the extra (ie, incremental) benefit that would be gained for the extra (ie, incremental) cost. A classic example illustrating incremental cost and effectiveness is the sixth stool guaiac test used to screen for colorectal cancer in people over 40 years of age. In the US, the average cost per case of cancer detected using ≤5 tests has been calculated to be US $2541, but the incremental cost of the sixth test was estimated to range between $47 and $127 million. This is because the probability of detecting an additional case of cancer (the incremental effectiveness) is so low that millions of dollars (the incremental costs) would be spent before identifying one more person with cancer.

IS THE APPROPRIATE ECONOMIC EVALUATION METHOD USED?
5 different analytic tools are commonly used to assess the economic effects of new and established healthcare interventions (Table 2). Each method will be discussed below. The costs should be measured the same in all analyses, but the methods differ in how effects or outcomes are measured.

Cost-minimisation analysis (CMA)
In a true CMA, only costs are evaluated. The central assumption is that the outcomes of the alternative interventions or strategies are considered equivalent, and so the goal is to find the least expensive way of achieving the outcomes. For example, a cost minimisation study was used to evaluate the savings from early hospital discharge of patients with osteomyelitis followed up by outpatient antibiotic treatment when compared with
conventional inpatient treatment. When total costs per patient were compared, the early discharge programme resulted in a savings of US $510 per patient. Because CMA assumes that clinical outcomes are the same, the evaluation is essentially a search for the least costly alternative — the minimal cost strategy (in this case, early hospital discharge). However, the circumstances under which CMA is an appropriate method of analysis are limited because the technique is only appropriate when outcomes have been rigorously shown to be equivalent.

**Cost consequence analysis (CCA)**

In a CCA, the consequences of 2 or more alternatives are measured in addition to the costs. In a CCA, the consequences of each alternative are listed, and decision makers form their own opinions about the relative importance of the findings. For example, researchers evaluated the outcomes and costs of a modified therapeutic community intervention for homeless mentally ill people who abused chemicals versus treatment as usual. The incremental costs of the therapeutic community compared with treatment as usual were computed, and the outcomes of each model of care were listed. Readers were left to draw conclusions about the choice of intervention based on costs and outcomes.

**Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA)**

In CEA, the health outcomes of each alternative must be compared using the same units, such as life years gained or migraine headaches prevented or mm Hg of diastolic blood pressure lowered. Additionally, costs and effects are summarised in a **cost effectiveness ratio**, which is calculated using the following formula:

\[
\frac{(C_2 - C_1)}{(E_2 - E_1)}
\]

where \(C_1\) = the cost of the new intervention, \(C_2\) = the cost of the comparator, \(E_1\) = the effect of the new intervention, and \(E_2\) = the effect of the comparator. With CEA, analysts often use a decision analytic approach (ie, a complex mathematical modelling technique) that captures the long term costs and effectiveness.

A few examples of CEA can be found in the nursing literature, such as the cost effectiveness of neonatal nurse practitioners and the cost effectiveness of a free standing birth centre. In CEA, outcomes are measured in a **cost consequence analysis (CCA)**.

**Cost benefit analysis (CBA)**

In CBA, the health outcomes and costs are expressed in a single currency figure, representing benefits minus costs, is calculated. The challenge of this approach is that many healthcare situations are difficult to quantify financially and require a value judgment. Furthermore, there are ethical concerns surrounding the assignment of a monetary amount to the value of human life. Because of these issues, the use of CEA has been more prevalent in the healthcare literature than CBA. An advantage of using CBA in health care is that the results may be compared to other areas of government investment (eg, school education or transportation safety).

**Table 2: 5 types of economic evaluations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economic evaluation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost minimisation analysis (CMA)</td>
<td>An analytic tool for estimating the costs of strategies when the effects are equal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost consequence analysis (CCA)</td>
<td>An analytic tool in which incremental costs and consequences are listed without any attempt to aggregate them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost effectiveness analysis (CEA)</td>
<td>An analytic tool in which incremental costs and effects are combined into a ratio, and effects are measured in a common natural unit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost utility analysis (CUA)</td>
<td>A specific form of CEA in which effects are measured in costs per quality adjusted life years (QALYs) gained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost benefit analysis (CBA)</td>
<td>An analytic tool for estimating the net social benefit of a strategy in which both costs and effects are measured in currency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outcome measures that consider both quality and quantity of life include disability adjusted life years (DALYs), healthy year equivalents (HYEs), and quality adjusted life years (QALYs), which is the most common. The QALY combines patient longevity and individuals’ preferences about different levels of health related quality of life into a single measure, which, in principle, has meaning across all areas of health service activity. It is a unit of measure for survival that accounts for the effects of suboptimal health status and the resulting limitations in quality of life. It is usually measured on a scale of 0 (representing death) to 1 (representing full health). Quality adjustment involves placing a lower value on time spent with impaired physical and emotional function than time spent in full health: the greater the impairment, the lower the value of a particular health state. It is not realistic to expect an individual to sustain the same quality of life over time; rather, people move in and out of health states (eg, a person has a stroke and then recovers). Individual QALYs are calculated by multiplying the time spent in each health state by the preference for that health state. These are then summed to arrive at an overall QALY. In a classic study, Boyle et al used a utility measure to calculate that treating critically ill infants weighing 1000–1499 g at birth cost CN $3200 per QALY gained, whereas treating infants with birth weights of 500–999 g cost CN $22 400 per QALY gained.11

**Cost benefit analysis (CBA)**

In CBA, outcomes are measured according to a monetary unit. A single currency figure, representing benefits minus costs, is calculated. The challenge of this approach is that many healthcare situations are difficult to quantify financially and require a value judgment. Furthermore, there are ethical concerns surrounding the assignment of a monetary amount to the value of human life. Because of these issues, the use of CEA has been more prevalent in the healthcare literature than CBA. An advantage of using CBA in healthcare is that the results may be compared to other areas of government investment (eg, school education or transportation safety).

**Are the alternative courses of action appropriate and well defined?**

In determining the validity of any economic evaluation, you must decide if the alternative ways of providing care being evaluated in the study are appropriate and well defined. For example, researchers did a study to determine if a transprofessional model of home health care could produce savings in service delivery costs compared with usual home care for patients with AIDS who were terminally ill. The researchers found no improvements in clinical outcomes, but did find an 8% reduction in delivery costs for patients who received transprofessional care management. Of key importance was that the new intervention (ie, transprofessional care management) was clearly articulated and appropriately compared with current usual care.

In an economic analysis, it is not necessary to view an intervention as “all or nothing”. The costs and consequences of treatment are likely to vary depending on patients’ levels of risk. The greater a patient’s risk, the lower the cost per unit of benefit. Therefore, subgroups with different levels of risk need to be identified, and costs and consequences need to be provided separately for each subgroup. Certain interventions may only be economically efficient in high risk individuals.

**Is the perspective of the analysis stated, and are appropriate costs considered?**

Table 3 lists some of the resources frequently measured in economic evaluations. When assessing costs, 2 components drive
the measurement: (1) the perspective of the analysis and whether the appropriate resources were considered for that perspective; and (2) how the value (or cost) of the resources was determined.

*The perspective of the analysis*
Central to any economic evaluation is the issue of whose costs and benefits are to be considered. Costs and benefits might be seen differently from the points of view of society, the patient, the payer, or the provider. The appropriate resources to consider vary depending on the perspective from which the analysis is done and the question being asked. For example, an intensive care unit (ICU) manager may only be interested in costs incurred while patients are in the ICU. Therefore, only resources consumed by the intervention or the alternatives and the length of ICU stay may be of interest. However, a hospital administrator would be interested in the resources used during the entire hospital stay. Often, resources related to the intervention itself and those associated with net downstream healthcare utilisation are of interest. For example, an insurer or national healthcare service will be interested in the direct costs associated with the initial hospital stays, including resources related to supplies and staffing as well as downstream resource utilisation, such as hospital readmissions, outpatient visits, and other treatments associated with the diagnosis of bloodstream infection and other related diseases (eg, sepsis). Furthermore, when conducting an analysis from a societal perspective, costs and effects are included regardless of who accrues them. Therefore, non-healthcare resources are included.

Ideally, all economic evaluations should have a societal perspective. However, because of the difficulty of assessing societal perspectives as well as the specific concerns of decision makers, analyses are often done using a more narrow perspective. The danger in using a narrow perspective is that costs may simply be shifted. For example, the cost savings related to a shorter hospital stay may be shifted to outpatient visits and to the family in terms of extra caregiver burden.

*Valuing resources or costs*
Analysts vary in how they value resources. In healthcare environments, charges generally do not equal true costs. Third party payers negotiate payment for services rendered based on the cost of the service and an agreed upon profit margin. This occurs in both for profit and not for profit institutions. In order for healthcare institutions to generate more revenue, fee for service customers are often asked to pay full charges (ie, a higher gross adjustment to charges). They are better than using charges alone, but not as accurate as cost accounting systems.

Additionally, because 1 dollar (or 1 pound) in 1980 does not have the same purchasing power as a current dollar (or pound), the costs from different years must be calculated and placed into a standard year format. Standardisation of all costs to the same currency and year is essential.

**IF CUA METHODS ARE USED, ARE THE UTILITIES (PATIENT PREFERENCES) REASONABLE?**
Methods for eliciting utilities (patient preferences) vary and are the focus of a unique body of science and research. However, a systematic review found that many similar health states have been valued quite differently (ie, mild angina had a low value of 0.7 and a high value of 0.95) and these assigned values were often based on the opinions of the authors rather than rigorous assessment of patient or community based preferences.

Therefore, careful attention is warranted when assessing preference weight scores and how they were derived. Increasingly, utilities are being collected for various health states.

**ARE THE EVENTS USED COMPREHENSIVE, AND ARE THE PROBABILITIES OF EVENTS DERIVED FROM CREDIBLE SOURCES?**
For each alternative (eg, intervention) considered, there are probabilities of events occurring (eg, desired outcomes or side effects). Decision makers need to assess if the events included are comprehensive, drawing on their own clinical expertise or collaborating with clinical experts. Additionally, the reliability of the evidence should be considered. Some economic evaluations are done in conjunction with randomised controlled trials (RCTs), whereas others are based on existing evidence from published RCTs and meta-analyses. Because the economic evaluation may include modelling of long term outcomes, analysts often identify probabilities of these events from various sources.

**ARE DATA ON COSTS AND OUTCOMES APPROPRIATELY DISCOUNTED?**
After all costs and benefits have been calculated, future costs and benefits are discounted to present value. Discounting reflects the principles of time preference and opportunity costs. Time preference suggests that people place greater value on something they have today than on something they will have in the future. Interest rates reflect these same principles — if you forego the opportunity of buying something today and invest the money, you will enjoy a higher rate of return in the future. Therefore, future costs and benefits are discounted to present value using the following formula:

\[ F = \frac{r^{n}}{(1+r)^{n}} \]

where \( F \) = the future value, \( r \) = the discount rate, and \( n \) = the number of years. Currently, most experts recommend using a 3% discount rate to discount both costs and effects.

**IS UNCERTAINTY IN THE DATA ADEQUATELY ADDRESSED?**
Decision making in health care is inevitably done in a context of uncertainty. Sensitivity analysis and cost effectiveness acceptability curves determine the degree to which this uncertainty could influence conclusions about the economic impact of clinical decisions. Through the use of these techniques, results are calculated separately, varying uncertain estimates of risks, benefits, and values over a reasonable set of parameters. This allows analysts to determine how different the results of the analysis might be given the different possible estimates. For example, in a univariate sensitivity analysis, a parameter such as a utility (preference) weight is varied and indicates the degree of influence the particular value has on the outcome of the entire analysis. Although univariate sensitivity analyses are insightful, looking at only one variable is usually inadequate. **Multivariate**

---

**Table 3 Resources frequently measured in economic evaluations of health care**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct health care</th>
<th>Direct non-health care</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admission to hospital</td>
<td>Family and caregiver time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outpatient visits</td>
<td>Social services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long term care</td>
<td>Patient productivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other health care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient time spent receiving care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sensitivity analysis and cost effectiveness acceptability curves examine multiple sources of uncertainty at one time and may generate a more accurate estimate of cost effectiveness under varying conditions and better inform decision makers. Assessing uncertainty is an important element of a sound economic evaluation.

What are the results of this economic analysis?
Once it has been determined that the economic analysis is valid, the results of the analysis can be examined. To do this, we must consider whether the intervention will provide a benefit at an acceptable cost. For example, if a CMA was done, we should consider if the difference in cost is large enough to warrant switching to the new intervention. If CUA was done, we should consider how the costs/QALY compare with other interventions.

HOW DO THE RESULTING COSTS OR COSTS/UNIT OF HEALTH GAINED COMPARE WITH OTHER INTERVENTIONS?
Given finite resources, it is often necessary to make choices among interventions. League tables list cost effectiveness results from several different studies and, in theory, allow readers to compare the cost effectiveness of different interventions. Several such tables are available in the published literature, but, because of the wide variation in methods used in the original studies, these tables may be misleading if taken at face value. In one league table, all results were standardised to a common currency and attempts were made to ensure correct calculation of cost effectiveness ratios to improve comparability of the results across analyses. However, the assumptions made in the individual analyses, such as the choice of comparator, were not judged.

ARE THE CONCLUSIONS LIKELY TO CHANGE WITH SENSIBLE CHANGES IN COSTS AND OUTCOMES?
Readers of economic evaluations often wish to judge the robustness of the results given different assumptions or scenarios. For example, Meenan et al found that an in-hospital smoking cessation counselling and education programme was more effective than current practice for helping patients to stop smoking at 1 year after their hospital stay (13.5% in the smoking cessation programme group versus 9.2% in the control group). Incremental cost of the intervention was US $3680 per incremental discounted life year saved. However, only 52% of participants provided samples for biochemical confirmation of abstinence. Because of this low rate, it is possible that some participants misreported their smoking status because of a social desirability factor. However, the authors used sensitivity analysis and found that even when the cessation rate was varied from 8.0% to 0.0%, the intervention was still cost effective, with an incremental cost per incremental discounted life year saved of US $1978 to $26373.

Will the results help me in caring for patients?
The applicability or generalisability of the results to your own setting needs to be considered. In an economic evaluation, the applicability of both the costs and effectiveness are assessed.

DO THE COSTS IN THE REPORT APPLY IN MY OWN SETTING?
Costs may vary because of local prices and different practice patterns. The sensitivity analysis should cover a range of costs that may account for such differences.

WILL THE INTERVENTION (OR NEW MODEL OF CARE) BE EFFECTIVE IN MY SETTING?
As always, you need to consider how your patients are similar to or different from those in the study. You also need to assess your patients’ preferences for the outcomes and utilities used in the analysis.

The search
The interdisciplinary team charged with reviewing the literature on the new antiseptic impregnated catheter, searched Medline, the NHS Economic Evaluation Database, and the Health Technology Assessment Database (the latter 2 are part of the Cochrane Library) using the terms costs, central lines, and catheter related infection. The study thought best to answer the question is summarised in Table 4.

Veenstra et al assessed the cost effectiveness of short term use (3–10 d) of a standard multihumen central venous catheter compared with a catheter impregnated with chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine for a hypothetical cohort of patients at high risk for catheter related infections. The economic evaluation method chosen, CEA, was appropriate for the question. The 2 alternative interventions were well defined and appropriate costs for each of the alternatives were considered in the analysis. Direct medical costs were measured in 1998 dollars and included costs related to incremental length of stay in the ICU and ward for management of catheter related bloodstream infections, hypersensitivity reactions, and locally infected catheter insertion sites.

The probabilities of clinical events were well documented. Probabilities for catheter related bloodstream infections and catheter colonisation were based on summary risk ratios calculated from a meta-analysis of 13 RCTs that compared outcomes for antiseptic impregnated catheters with standard central venous catheters. This meta-analysis included results from clinical trials in which most patients were at high risk (such as patients in ICUs or with immunosuppression). Probability of death attributable to catheter related bloodstream infections was based on reports in the literature. The authors found no
reported cases of hypersensitivity to chlorhexidine silver sulfadiazine impregnated central venous catheters in the US, so they used rates from Japan. The analysis showed that antiseptic impregnated central venous catheters had greater efficacy and lower costs than standard catheters. These results remained consistent through an appropriate series of multivariate and univariate sensitivity analyses.

Although this study does not allow us to answer our first question about the total population of hospital patients requiring catheters, it does inform clinical decision making related to patients at high risk of catheter related infection. We have learned through appraisal of a high quality study that antiseptic impregnated central venous catheters are cost effective in high risk patients. Based on this economic evidence, the interdisciplinary team recommends use of the new catheters in their ICUs but not throughout the hospital until further studies are done.
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Evidence-based development of a hospital based heart failure centre

Heart failure (HF) is a syndrome of shortness of breath and fatigue. It occurs when forward flow of blood out of the heart is impeded. This is the only cardiovascular condition that continues to increase in prevalence and incidence. It is a major healthcare problem, not only for the patient, but also for significant others and the community at large. The condition affects approximately 12–15 million office visits and 6.5 million hospital days annually in the United States. One third of those discharged from the hospital are readmitted within 90 days because of recurrence of symptoms. The cost of HF patient care is approximately $38.1 billion annually, draining limited resources of patients, treatment facilities, and society.1–5

Type of evidence used
To effectively deal with the problem of high HF admission rates and with the associated high number of days of hospitalisation, costs per case, and recidivism,6–9 Jersey Shore Medical Center staff used a multidisciplinary approach in developing an HF centre. Evidence was retrieved from medical, nursing, and allied health literature. Existing HF centres were observed as well.

Method used to obtain and review evidence
The project manager and a physician who strongly supported the development of an HF centre visited several model HF centres in the United States. They spoke with experts in the field and gathered many ideas. Literature was reviewed to determine a “best fit” design for the planned facility.4–5 A decision was made to have a physician directed, advanced practice nurse run centre to best serve the needs of the physicians with whom we work, and the community we treat. A decision was also made to hire an experienced advanced practice nurse (APN) with a broad cardiology background.10 The APN would run the HF programme based on guidelines developed by the project manager and medical director.

Planned strategies
TheHF centre was developed with goals mutually beneficial to patients and the facility. The outpatient portion of the programme was designed to help patients retain optimal heart health outside of the hospital. APNs would run the centre, providing collaborative care and aggressive education to referred patients as indicated in the literature.10–13 Patients would be seen on site for physical assessments and treatment as indicated in the literature.13–15 Aggressive multidisciplinary education would be offered, using the resources of the hospital to provide patients with optimal care as indicated in the literature.12–23 Patients would be routinely telemonitored to assess level of HF compensation.24

Decompensation, when diagnosed early, could be easily remedied. If patients required readmission to the hospital, they would likely be less acutely ill and remain hospitalised for a shorter time, decreasing length of stay as indicated by Bennett et al.25 and by Rich et al.26 The advanced practice staff would also see all hospitalised patients with HF. They were to assess patients’ needs and expedite meeting those needs. The HF staff would also educate patients and provide literature for them to take home. Questions and concerns would be addressed. Diagnostic departments were to be called to ensure timely scheduling of tests. APNs were to collaborate with physicians to optimise patient care and gain referrals to the outpatient centre. Dietary consultation would be routinely requested. Case managers and social workers were given preliminary advice about potential patient discharges, so that discharge needs could be anticipated in advance of actual discharge.4–11

How the strategies were implemented
The APN was hired. Space was set up for the outpatient centre near a telemetry unit, within easy access of the front door. 3 rooms were provided for the HF centre: an office, an examination room, and a treatment room. Office equipment and supplies were ordered including a video system and patient literature. Hands-on teaching tools and compliance aids were ordered using funds from the Heart Failure Center Foundation. A semiprivacy room is used as a treatment room. In this room, patients can rest in bed while they receive diuretics or intermittent inotropic infusion therapy.21 These patients receive care from the telemetry unit nursing staff.

Free valet parking was set up for patients. Necessary forms were designed and a registrar is on site. Many meetings were held with ancillary departments to streamline every process including medical record charting, supply distribution, consultations, information technology, reporting, and finance. Multidisciplinary meetings were held with managers from nutrition, cardiac rehabilitation, clinical pharmacy, case management, and social services departments to set up support services for outpatients. Decisions were made about how best to provide excellent customer service. Meetings were held monthly to discuss progress concerning the programme. Surveys were obtained or developed to assess patients’ functional status, quality of life, and satisfaction. Such tools31–37 are administered upon enrollment in the programme, and regularly thereafter, to assess patient progress.

For the inpatient portion of the programme, patient handouts were developed. Information technology staff assisted with implementing computerised standing orders for HF patients on the coronary care, telemetry, and medical units. Additional orders were implemented including routinely prescribed medications for HF patients. Consultation guidelines were instituted for referrals to the HF centre, and nursing staff, clerical staff, physicians, and office managers attended in-service education programmes about expectations. HF guidelines were also distributed to the medical staff as recommended in the literature.3,25

In 2001, the Honor Society of Nursing, Sigma Theta Tau International and Nursing Spectrum sponsored an “Innovations in Clinical Excellence” contest to recognise exemplars of evidence-based nursing practice. The following are 2 of the winning entries.
Method of evaluation

Evaluation of the inpatient portion of the programme included assessing quality of life and functional status (Minnesota Living with Heart Failure Questionnaire and SF 12) and physical endurance (Six-Minute Walk). These were measured upon enrollment and at regular intervals. Heart failure admission rates for our enrolled patients were compared to HF readmissions for all non-enrolled patients at 30, 60, and 90 days to show the benefit of our outpatient programme. Outpatient satisfaction surveys are mailed to patients quarterly.

Outcomes/results

Hospital length of stay decreased from 8.4 to 6.5 days within 6 months. Associated cost savings to the facility were over $560,000. The first full year of operation led to continued decreases in length of stay and an additional $255,000 saved. Recidivism decreased from 33% to 13% or less.

Physician report cards yielded useful information that led to awareness of prescribing practices and overall improved length of stay, cost per case, and adherence to standard HF medications. Audits of clinical pathway variables showed several areas for improvement. Resultant changes were made in areas such as (a) timely performance of 2-dimensional echocardiograms; (b) timely documentation of findings in patients’ records; and (c) more accurate medical record charting for medications. Audits of clinical pathway variables showed several areas for improvement. Resultant changes were made in areas such as (a) timely performance of 2-dimensional echocardiograms; (b) timely documentation of findings in patients’ records; and (c) more accurate medical record charting for medications.

Quality of life evaluations for outpatients showed a 33% improvement in functional status and physical endurance, and a 25% improvement in quality of life during the first 6 months of participation with the centre. Use of ACE inhibitors was found to be better for outpatients at the centre than for inpatients—89% v 50%, respectively. Patient satisfaction with the programme remains high. Patients and family members have written ten letters of praise and support. Some have even contributed to the hospital’s Heart Failure Center Foundation.

Lessons Learnt

Development of the HF centre was challenging. Several changes were made in the nursing care process for patients receiving inotropic infusions and diuretic therapy. Physician report cards were amended for enhanced accuracy. The clinical pathway has evolved into a process, rather than a form to be completed. Physician satisfaction surveys are currently being developed. This hospital based, APN administered heart failure centre is an effective way to decrease length of stay and associated financial burden to patients, our facility, and ultimately, to society.

Outpatients enrolled in this programme greatly benefit from an effective way to decrease recidivism and from improved functional status, physical endurance, and quality of life.
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Using a FOCUS-PDCA quality improvement model for applying the severe traumatic brain injury guidelines to practice: process and outcomes

Trauma teams strive to provide care based on best practice. Exploring the clinical outcomes of patients sustaining severe traumatic brain injury (TBI) at our trauma centre from 1994–97 we found that the outcomes were marginal at best: 43% of our patients expired and 30% suffered severe disability. These results were consistent with those of some studies on TBI published in the 1980s. Researchers in the past decade have used new technology for monitoring the effects of secondary brain injury and examined the effects of various treatment modalities on the outcomes of patients with TBI. In 1995, the American Association of Neurological Surgeons (AANS) evidence-based clinical guidelines for managing severe TBI were published. The guidelines recommended changes in the care of patients with TBI and challenged caregivers to evaluate their practices and examine the clinical outcomes of this high risk group.

Motivated by the new practice recommendations and the potential for greatly affecting patient outcomes, Mission Hospital Regional Medical Center’s (MHRMC) multidisciplinary neurotrauma team convened in 1997 to begin performance improvement. Current practice was examined and new hospital based clinical guidelines were developed. Numerous changes were recommended as the team dismantled current practice patterns and constructed new care priorities. The result was a series of algorithms with established outcomes at every phase of the patient’s hospital course. Four years after integrating the changes in practice, the team evaluated prospectively collected data to determine outcomes for patients with severe TBI. Current outcomes (2001 data) indicated that 72.8% of patients had a good outcome (no disability to moderate disability), 13.6% died. We will present a FOCUS-PDCA performance improvement approach to show the processes used to apply national scientific guidelines to the clinical setting. Statistical analysis using an ordinal regression model will show outcome data emphasizing the potential for greatly affecting patient outcomes, Mission Hospital Regional Medical Center’s (MHRMC) multidisciplinary neurotrauma team convened in 1997 to begin performance improvement. Current practice was examined and new hospital based clinical guidelines were developed.

ORGANISE TO IMPROVE THE PROCESS
The team leaders began by examining the current care processes for the population with TBI at MHRMC. They conducted a review of the literature and contacted a manufacturer of cerebral oxygenation (SjO2) catheters concerning product availability. A decision was made by the leaders to form a multidisciplinary team to examine current practice, analyze the published TBI guidelines and research, and develop new treatment plans.

CLARIFY THE ISSUE
The neuro clinical nurse specialist (CNS) conducted a retrospective chart review of the previous 3.5 years. Patients included in the study were those with a closed head injury and (a) Glasgow Coma Score (GCS) from 3–8, (b) abnormal computed tomography (CT) scan of the brain, (c) age > 8 years, and (d) ICP monitoring. Excluded from the study results were patients with penetrating head injury; patients who died or were pronounced brain dead within 24 hours of admission; patients with a GCS 3–8 because of alcohol, seizures, or systemic injury; and patients with absence of head injury as determined by CT or clinical exam. In all, 1937 trauma records were reviewed (January 1994 to June 1997). Almost half of the patients had sustained some form of head injury but only 37 met inclusion criteria. Results of the outcome study were that 27% had an outcome of zero to moderate disability; 30% had severe disability or persistent vegetative state (PVS); and 43% died.

After the chart audit, a multidisciplinary task force was established consisting of trauma surgeons, neurosurgeons, anaesthesiologists, intensivists, rehabilitation personnel, critical care nurses, respiratory therapists, and pharmacists. Before the meeting, all members received a copy of the TBI guidelines and supporting research articles. The neuro CNS facilitated 2 meetings to compare the guidelines to current practice and establish clinical guidelines for use at the hospital.

Summary of FOCUS-PDCA
FOCUS is an acronym for the words find, organise, clarify, understand, and select. PDCA is an acronym for plan, do, act, and check results.

FIND A PROCESS TO IMPROVE
The trauma/neurosurgical physician and nursing leaders at MHRMC gathered in 1997 to facilitate the transition of research based scientific guidelines to clinical practice. The guidelines for managing severe head injury developed by the AANS challenged physicians and other health team members to examine current practice regarding severe TBI patients and to alter care practices, which had been viewed as the “gold standard” of care for years. Analysis of the TBI guidelines and related literature indicated recommendations to avoid hypoxia and hypotension; maintain a mean arterial pressure < 90 mm Hg and cerebral perfusion pressure > 70 mm Hg using fluids and vasopressors; treat intracranial pressure (ICP) > 20 mm Hg; avoid hyperventilation to control ICP unless cerebral oxygenation measured; give boluses of mannitol intermittently and replace fluids to maintain euvolement; use barbiturates for uncontrollable ICP; decrease stimulation in the environment; treat fever aggressively; use sedation or analgesia in continuous modes; and incorporate clinical pathways and algorithms concerning planned therapy including weaning procedures.

UNDERSTAND THE SOURCES OF VARIATION AND SELECT THE PROCESS TO IMPROVE

The team discovered that current practice deviated from the published guidelines in several areas including blood pressure (BP) and fluid management; use of hyperventilation to treat increased ICP; use of medications to decrease cerebral oxygen demand, enhance BP, and decrease ICP; temperature management; and use of technology such as SjO2 catheters to monitor cerebral oxygenation. Recommendations from members of the team were to discontinue the old treatment processes and implement a new care process incorporating the AANS TBI guidelines and recommendations in the literature that were focused on decreasing ICP, maximising BP, and optimising cerebral oxygenation. The team integrated information on manipulation of cerebral oxygenation so as to maintain normal oxygen levels.1

PLAN, DO, AND ACT—JUNE 1997

Changes were recommended as the team changed practice patterns and implemented new care priorities. Every aspect of caring for patients with severe TBI from admission in the emergency department (ED), through the operative and intensive care unit (ICU) phase, to rehabilitation was examined. The result was to develop a series of algorithms with established outcomes at every phase of a patient’s hospital course. Input from every member of the multidisciplinary team was sought for the care process. SjO2 catheters were stocked in the hospital, a from every member of the multidisciplinary team was sought for implementation forum EBN Volume 6 January 2003 7

aggressive pulmonary management; and (e) ways to use nursing small intestine instead of into the stomach; (d) interventions for post-pyloric feedings, which would provide nutrition into the

of care; (c) nutritional management goals, with emphasis on such as BP, ICP, and cerebral oxygenation levels for each phase of care; (b) goals and objectives for the effect of all other variables in the model. Results of the ordinal regression model were (a) patients in Group 2 had odds of a good outcome relative to odds of a poor outcome or death 9 times higher compared with patients in Group 1 (p=0.005); (b) patients with a GCS >8 at the time of admission had odds of a good outcome 6.58 times higher compared with the patients admitted with a GCS <8 (p=0.003); and (c) odds of a good outcome decreased by a factor of 0.92 for each 1 year increase in patients’ age starting at age 9 (p=0.0005).

Team members believe the change in outcomes of the severe TBI population was because of an aggressive standardised approach to managing multiple parameters and to the integration of advanced technology related to brain oxygenation. By integrating team interventions into one protocol, nurses, physicians, respiratory therapists, and members of other disciplines coordinated their interventions and understood the effect on patients. Using a standardised approach has been reported to be successful in other centres.2

ACT AGAIN—FEBRUARY 2000

Outcome data were evaluated once again. 56 patients were cared for since the change in practice in June 1997 and dramatic improvement in outcomes was noted: 69% had a good outcome of zero to moderate disability, 14% had severe disability or PVS, and 16% died. We sought the assistance of an independent statistician to analyse the data. Patients in Group 1 (n=37) were those treated before the TBI guidelines were implemented and patients in Group 2 (n=56) were those treated after TBI guidelines were implemented. A comparison of descriptive statistics using a student t test revealed no significant difference between the 2 groups concerning the variables of age, injury severity score, GCS on admission, number of days receiving ICP monitoring, number of days on mechanical ventilation, ICU length of stay (LOS), and hospital LOS. Statistically significant differences were noted between the 2 groups concerning hospital charges ($197 128 average for patients in Group 1 and $293 065 average for patients in Group 2). Using an ordinal regression model, the odds for significant variables were examined and adjusted for the effect of other variables in the model. Results of the ordinal regression model were (a) patients in Group 2 had odds of a good outcome relative to odds of a poor outcome or death 9 times higher compared with patients in Group 1 (p=0.005); (b) patients with a GCS >8 at the time of admission had odds of a good outcome 6.58 times higher compared with the patients admitted with a GCS <8 (p=0.003); and (c) odds of a good outcome decreased by a factor of 0.92 for each 1 year increase in patients’ age starting at age 9 (p=0.0005).

Team members believe the change in outcomes of the severe TBI population was because of an aggressive standardised approach to managing multiple parameters and to the integration of advanced technology related to brain oxygenation. By integrating team interventions into one protocol, nurses, physicians, respiratory therapists, and members of other disciplines coordinated their interventions and understood the effect on patients. Using a standardised approach has been reported to be successful in other centres.2

ACT AGAIN—2000

The team recognised the need to encourage more family involvement in the care of patients with severe TBI. The TBI Task Force 2000 met and included hospital staff from all units, 4 former patients, and several family members. Using a qualitative approach, input from all members was gathered and 4 teams established new care practices involving: (a) patients emerging from coma; (b) structure of the physical environment in all units; (c) consistency and continuity of care; and (d) patient and family education and support. Families are educated about the ICU environment and encouraged to be present at their ICU patient’s bedside as much as possible. Therapeutic touch by family members is encouraged and supported. Members of the nursing and rehabilitation teams from units where the patient will be cared for meet the family while the patient is in the ICU. Families receive relevant education as patients move through each phase of care. Care practices and outcomes are continually monitored.

Data collected about patients (n=81) at the end of fiscal year 2000 showed that 72.8% had good outcomes of zero to moderate disability, 13.6% had severe disability or PVS, and 13.6% died. These outcomes indicated to the team that the changes in practice and intense cooperation resulted in a difference in their
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research about management of environmental stimulation and family presence. We implemented changes in practice after approval by committees and staff education.
patients. Each team member’s collaboration and respect for others were evident in actions and words. This multidisciplinary team evolved and became synergistic with each patient and family. This synergy has enabled us to affect outcomes of severely brain injured patients at MHRMC.
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